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Abstract
A com mon problem in wa ter resources planning in Ea~lcrn Illdlll...·si.l. IMnkul,lrly
in the Province of West Nusa Tcnggarn (NTDl . is the lack o f strcamtt ow rnua. III t: "'l1l'ra l
the availab le runoff data do nOI cove r periods of more than tine dl'l' <ltk and an .' t1lkn
insufficient for design purposes. Rainfall data, however. can have records 111:\[ arc IWlI
or three decades in length. To extend the length of the Slrt:;1I11 1l11Wrecords, rainfall IJilia
may be transformed into strcemnows using a catchment rainfall.runoff mil!..'!. TWll
conceptua l catchment models. the Tank Model ami Moc k's Mudd . arc IJrtll"' I~'l1 fur this
transformation of rainfall into runoff. Both models rcsquire 1Ilc;J1la real pn..'Cil' ililliulI ;mt!
evapotran spiration as inputs . Tl1eT ank Model requ ires d li ly inputs values, while Muck' ,
Mod el -oqutres monthly input values. Two vananoe s of the Tank Mudd (l."tlllflgur.uiIlU'
with three and four lank components) were studied.
Three year data period s (1973- 1975) were em ployed fur calib ration , :U1d thc
subsequent three year periods (1976 - 1979) we re used for vcnflc ation . By a trial aml
error method, a set o f parameten for the fou r component Ta nk Model were obtaine d '101I
sugg ested for mode lling daily runof f of the Baba k Rive r. The model with three umks did
no t give a good representation of low news. By the same method , a set of p aramete rs
for the Mock Model were obtained; these are considered satisfactory for monthly flow
mudell ing. Mock' s Model is considered suitable for pre liminary water resources studies.
where monthly time steps arc appropriate. The choice of a suitable model varies with the
purposes and tne availability of data. Additional rain gauges in the basin are
recommended 10 improve the results of the model. For basins located near the Babak
River basin and for basins with similar catchmen t characteristics. theobtained parameters
for nOlh the Tank Model and Mock's Model can be used as initial values.
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Chapter I
Introdu ction
1.1 Background
Wate r resources planners in Lo mbok Island. as well as in other islands in E:lslcrn
Indonesia, face problems with regar d to the availability IIf streamflo w (bill. Dil ly few
river basins have substa ntial continuous records (If streamflow. fo,losl have dat a fur "
short pe riod or none at al l. The Government of Indonesia (lh rough Ihc Ministry of Puhlic
Works) began inslalling streamflow measurement instrumentstluring the carty 11)71k .
Financia l difficulties and natural disaster s. such as fluod s, ho wever, h,,\o. k·tI In
discontinuities in the records in several years. On the othe r h and, rainfall data Me
availab le for longe r pe riod s of recor d , due 10 the fact tha t raint'a11 mcas uremem is simple r
and requires less skilled labour.
This thesis concentrates on the Babak p i-e r basin which ..hares IhC!iC runotf data
problems. The Babak River basin in Lombok Island (Fig. 1.1) has several ycus (If
streamflow observation, From an engineering point uf view, such a shnrt period of
record is insufficient for wate r resources planning. An irrigation pro ject . for e xample.
requires at least 20 years or more years of recorded strea mflow data in o rde r 10
dete rmine the yie ld reliab ly . For wate r resou rces planning purposes, a lack of .\ t rc;t111 00W
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Fig . 1.1: Babak River Basin
data can lead to eit her an un derestimation or overest imation of till' project cost or.
co nversely, an underestimatio n or ov ere stima tion of the size of the targ e t service area.
To solve the prob lem of the shortage o f runoff data, transfonuation of rain fall dillOi uuo
ru noff data is requ ired . Catchment modell ing is one of severa l methods 10 <ll'l'lllll ll lh h
such transform ation.
The purpose of this thesis is to carry out a detailed assessment of a daily call..-hmcnt
model as appl ied to the Babak Rive r basin, and compare the results w ith" monlhly
model. The model used is the Tank Model (Sugawara , 196 1, 19b7), \I ~ing either daily
or monthly t ime step s, The reasons for the choice of this model arc: ( I ) the model has
been used for several river ba sins in Indones ia with goo d success and (2) because Ill'its
simplicity, where all mathematical ope rations can be perform on « po cket calculator.
ma kes the model suitable fo r areas with limited compute r facilitic~, suc h as the case in
Lo mbok.
As a co mparison, Mock's Model (Which is designed for mon thly time steps \ln ly) was
al so used, It is con sidered suitable fo r preliminary planni ng in which monthly Ilows is
more important than daily flows. M ock's Model is chosen be cause it W,IS ucvc!o"l ..d
based on the particu lar featu res of the Indonesian climate, ThLs model has been adopled
by the Minis try of Public Wor ks of Indones ia and is rec ommended for usc lIUOUghUllt
the country, especially for irriga tion planning (lJitjcn Air, 1985).
1,2 Ava ilable Data
Collection and observation of runoff data from the Dabak Rive r at Gcbong was
underta ken from 197] until 1985. Sever al yea rs of data are missing. However. six
complete years of data are available . The catchmen t area upstream of the gauging station
is 194 km", Rainfall data in the basin are available for the period from 1970 to 1989.
However , these records show some discontinuity and some missing data for several
years. This is usually caused by the malfunctioning of the rainfall gauging instruments
or by a change of the gauge location. In addition, climatic data are availabl e from the
nearest station (Kopang), for a nine year period . The available data arc presented in
Table 1.1.
1,3 O bjectives of th e S tudy
Tile objectives of the study can be stated as follows:
I . Tn obta in suitable parameters of the Tank Model for the Babak River Basin, which
can be used to transform the daily rainfall da ta into daily runoff data. By summing
lip the da ily runof f data, the monthly runoff data can be obtained for comparison
with the monthly model.
2. To obtain the paramete rs of Mock's Model for the Babak River basin, which can be
used to transform the monthly rainfal l data into the monthly runoff data .
3. To compare the monthly results of both mode ls and make recommendations to the
agencies and professionals concerned with water resources development in Lombok
Island and other Islands in Eastern Indonesia .
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1.4 Outline or the Thesis
T he background of the thesis has been presented in the p revious section along with
the objectives of the study. The next chapter describes the study area. Th eoretical
cons ideratio ns of the models are discussed in Chapter 3. The methodology used for
calib ration an d verifica tion is d iscussed in Chapter 4. The summary of the result s and a
discussion descr ibed are in Chapter 5. Fi nally, the conclusions and recommenda tions o f
the study are presented in the Chapte r 6. The appendices can be found after the
refe re nces.
Chapter 2
Description of Study Area
2. 1 St udy Are a and Land Use
The Babak Riveris located in Lombok Island. Indonesia (Pig. 1. 1). Th is region lies
just south of the equator. between 8.5" and 8.7" Souih Lat itude and between 116" and
1 16 .5~ East Longitude. The head waters ar e located on the south western side of Mt.
Rinjani (elevatio n 3726 m) . The total catchment area is 286 km1 (or approximately five
percent o f the whole island) , which makes it the seco nd large st basin on the island. T he
main land uses o f the basin are presented in Table 2. I.
Table 2 .1: Land Useof Babak River Basin, (1985)
No Type of Land Use Percentage
I Horticulture 35
2 Paddy fi elds 28
3 Forests 32
4 Villages 5
The population of Kecamatan Narmada and Kceamatan Mantang, the two subdistricts
withinthe basin. is 92,516 (1985) . Thepopulation is employedmainly in the agricul tural
industry. There a re also minor employment opportuni ties in trade, government
administra tion and private services.
2.3 Climate a nd Hydrology
The basin has a tropical climate with te mperatu res ranging from about 25" to 29"C.
The daily wind speed is light , averaging 5 km/hr. There are two dist inct seasons, a wet
season and a dry season. Th e wet season is from November to April and the dryseason
is from May to October. T he climate is stro ngly influenced by altitude. Prec ipitatio n in
the lower basin is considerably less than in the uppe r basin. Seven rai nfall gauges are in
ope ration both within and a round the basin. The lengthsof record vary from three years
to more tha n twent y years.
Rainfall in this region displays a diverse spatia l pattern, Downstream of the ri ver
basin , for example , at GC11lng, the mean annual rainfall is 1496 mm; the hig hest
reco rded was 2152 mm, the lowest was 876 mm. In the central part of the basin, the
mean annual rainfall is 2051 mm; the highest reco rded was 2726 mm, the lowest was
1064 mm. Upstream, whe re the e levation is highe r, the mean annual rainfall is 2418
1ll111; thc highest rec orded was 4125 mm; the lowest recorded was 1415 mm.
2.2 Sourcesof Data
The da ta for th is study were obtained from the sources listed below.
I . Hyuro logy Sec tion (NTB Provincial Water Resources Div ision) provided the rain fall
nodc limate da ta.
• . South lombok Irrigat ion Project provided the ruooff data .
3. NTB Regional Office of the Centru Bureau o f Sunsucs provided the population
da ta, as we ll as the land uSC: data.
4. NTB Water Resource s Development Planning Study lP 3S,\-NTDl, Division of the
Provincial ware, Resource- Service provided the gauging locations, SOIll~ ctiuune
data, and al so some runoff data.
Chapter 3
Rainfall- Ru noff Models
3.1 General
Thischapter discusses two rainfall runoffmodels whichare used to transformrainfall
data into strca mllows data for the Babak River . Th e first model is the Tank Model . a
lumped-conce ptual model whic h is based on daily rainfall data. T he second model is
Muck 's Mode l . also a lumped-conceptual model , but Mock 's MCNielusesmonthly da ta
as its input. Th e Tank Model i'l categorized as a conceptual catchment model which has
no limitations on its use either in geographicalarea or in the sizeof basin. Mock's Mod el
is also a conceptual model; the usc 50 far has been limited 10 Indonesia . The inp ut
rc...[uirements fo r both models are discussed at the end of th is chapter.
3.2 Tank M odel
The Tank Model wa s developed by Sugawara (1961. 19 67) based on the analysis of
data collected from seve ral Japanese rivers. During the ear ly stages of development, the
model was de si gned as either a simple or a stora ge tank model. A simple tank model
consists of on ly one ta nk with one side outlet a t the bott om. A storage type model
consists of a tan k with euherone or more side outlets above th~ bottomand onebottom
outlet. Later, a co mbinatio n of simple and storage lan k models. arranged eisner ~ria\l y
or in parallel was used. T he next few sections discus s the Ta nk Modd and [he hasic
meory underlyin g the model.
3,2.1 The str ucture of the Tank Model
The Tank Mod el isa simple model which consistso f severaltank s. vertically ordcrcrl
either in series, parallel or a combination. Fig. 3.1 (a) , shows a series lype of me Tank
Model which is used in th is study. The input (which represents ancquivalcnrvalue Ill'
mean basin rainfal l) enters the first tank. Some of the accumulated water will now
through the side o utlet and some will inf iltra te down into the second tank. l'hc proc ess
is repeated for eac h of the lower tanks.
Evapotranspira tion from the basin is taken into acco unt by cxtracting a slk:cilied
amount of water fro m the first lank. or from the lowe r tank i f the re is no water available
in the first tank. T he calcu lated discharge is the sum of the outfl ows from e ach nmk.
From Fig . 3.1 (b ) , it can be seen that the model also represents the zonal groundwater
profile.
3.2.2 The behaviour of the Tank Model
-, '
In spite of the simplicity of its structure. the behavio ur o f the Tank ..~odel is quite
complex and vario us types of responses have been de scribed based on several types of
rainfall input. Consider fo r example, a Tank Model which consists of three tanks,
arranged vertically as shown in Fig . 3.2. The first tank output is related to direct runoff,
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while the second and the third tank outputs are related to intermediate and base.: 11\1\
respectively. Four alternative inputs and (heir responses are given below (~ug;\w;lra et
al.• 1984).
a. Low Precipitat ion
If inputs representing low precipitation are added into the model . the water
accumulation in the fi rst two tanks will not reach (he lc..-e t of the side outlet as shown ill
Fig . 3.2 (a). T herefo re, the rainfall will infiltrate down into the third tank without any
outflow fro m the firs t and second tanks. Consequen tly, the storage in (lie th ird tank will
sho w little chang e due to add it ional infil tration from the second lan k. Bec ausethe storage
remains approx imately constan t. the outt low fro m the th ird tank will have httlc change.
The storage in the th ird tank co rresponds 10 groundwate r storage. In :1 real river basin ,
base flows are nearly constant because there is a large amount of groundwater storage.
Accordingly. if there is low preci pitation over the basin, the re will be little change in the
rive r flows.
b. Moderate Precipi ta tion
If inputs represen ti ng moderate prec ipitation are introd uced into the model, the water
sto rage in the first tank will not reach the level of the side outlet . hut the water level in
the second tank will ri se to the level above the side o u tlet as shown in Fig. 3.2 (hI.
Therefore , there will be a d ischarge from the second tank . Accordingl y , if moderate
precip itation occurs over the riv er basin, the river discharg e will increase slowly and then
will gradually decrea se .
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Fig. 3.2 : Tank Model characteri stics. (a) Low precipitation win cause increasing storage in the first and second tank, but
the water level will nor reach the side:outlet level, and water will infiltrate to the: third tank and cause a little change in the
storage and discharge (rom the third tank. (b) Moderate precipitation will lead to an increase in storage in the second tank.
with outlet discharge; (c) Heavy precipitat ion will increase storage in the firstand second Ian". Large discharge will occur
from the first tank, then reduce quickl y to intermediate discharg e from the seco nd tank; (d) Very lI\:a~y rainfall for a shun
duration will increase storage in the firsl tank and produce discharge from lt, but no water willbe discharged from Ihe second
lank.
4:. Heavy PrKipi latlon
If inputs representing heavy precip itation are added 10 the model as shown in Fig.
3.2 (el. the storage in lhe first and second tanks will rise up quickl y. exceeding the level
of the side outlet. As a result. the discharge will also increase qu ickly . The discharge
comes mainly from the side outlet of the first tank, which represents the surface nU....·li .
The amo unt will be large . bUI it will reduce quickly umil rhe re maining discharge lakes
the form of intermediate flows. Similarly. in a real basm, if heavy preci pitation Il\:CUr<i.
the discharge in the river will increase rapidly to reach the peak discharge , then "Iuick' y
reduce to the intermediate discharge level.
d. Very heavy rAinfall with a short durat lon
If the input represents very heavy rainfall with a short duration , the Tank Mudd
would appear as shown in Fig. 3.2 (d). There will be discharge from the finl l<lnk
without intermediate flow from the second tank. Over time. however . the cundililln
would revert 10 the conditio n of (c) . and with intermedia te flo w from the ....·cund lank.
In some cases. for very heavy rainfall with a shon duration, however . only surface flows
appear. without intermediate flows.
3.3 Theoretical basis orIhe Ta nk Model
3.3.1 Simple Tank Model.
The simple Tan k Model. also called the exponential type model, consists of a lank
with a side outlet at the bottom . This model is based on the hypothesis that the discharge
from a tank is proportional to the storage depth above the outlet. Conside r for example ,
15
a simple Tank Model with a storage height of h(r) as shown in Fig. 3.3 (a) . The flow q(t)
can be written as follows:
q(t ) = h {t ) a (3 .1)
where: '1(f) is the out flow (mm/day). h(l) is the storage height (mm) and a is the outlet
coefficient (day') . Assuming, thai there is no add itional water in the tank , from time t
= 0 to t = I or (At = I ) , the decr easing storage height from height hg at time t=O to
heigh l hJ at time 1= l is Ah, there fore the outflo w q can be express ed as:
-.« (3 .2)
The minus sign means that the discharge is an outflow. If the initial outfl ow is q~, with
respect to equatio n 3.1, the water storage and out flow will decrease exponen tially with
dall.~ing time. Thus, equatio n 3.1 can be written:
q (t) • qo e xp (- (l t)
where; q, = q at t = O.
If f/" = It 0', a co nstant flow, the sto rage volume will drain out after time T.
(3 .3)
(3.4)
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where T IS the time required for depleting the storage volume. T is called the time
ftm.rtant, which is used for determining the initial parameters of the Tank Model. In case
thcre is additional input (p) either from precipitation or infiltration from the preceding
lank. the outflow (q) is a special case of the unit hydrograph. Sugawara (196 1) solved
the re lationship between the input (p) and output (q) from such tank as follows:
q ( t) · [ p(e-sl a.e -U ds
where q (I) is outflow, s is a function of storage and Q' is an outlet coefficient.
(3.5)
3.3.2 Stor age Type Model
Th e storage type model is based on the hypothesis thai both discharge and inflftration
arc functions of the stored water. Fig. 3 ,3 (b), shows the storage type model. If the
height of the storage in the tank is h(tJ, and h(tJ < HI' there is no outflow from the tank.
Therefore, the value of HI is analogous to the initial loss for soil moisture retention. This
type o f tank is usually used in the top or second position . For the storage type tank, the
outflow of tI (t) and the infiltration i ff) can be expressed as follows (Sugawara cited in
Summ a, 1987):
(3 .6)
i (t ) .. h( t ) 0:0
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where 110 and II I are the coefficient of the bottom and side lluikt express...d ;1\units uf
day 01and H, is the height of the side outlet. These ec uadou s howe the l'l,ndili\'lI\that l,' t l
> u;
3.3 .3 Ser ies Storage Type Model
The series sto rage type model used in this study (klltlleli .. vertically urc.l'f\.'tl
configuration. as shown in Fig. 3.3 (e) . This structure correspo nds tothe 1111\:11structure
of the underground water profile as mentioned earlier . This structure alsu exp licitly
represents the three components of d ischarge: high. intermediate. and base Flows . 'lbe
se ries storage type model is the type that is most often used for low nnw an<l lysis or
11000analysi s. The complete mathematical description uf the series storage tYI)C llItl\h,:l .
however, is very complex since it consists o f several tanks wlur non-tmcur l'qu;\l iuns.
3.4 Mock's Model
Mock (1973) developed a rainfall runoff model based on his experience in an.dy,-ing
hydrolog ical data in Indonesia . The model is based on tile Themthwaitc Water Balance
Model (194 8) with some modifications and additional components and parameters . The
changes are: the utilization o f Penman' s method instead of Thormb waitc ' s method fur
the calculat ion of potent ial evapotranspiration , addi tional components of base now lind
storm runoff , and a modificatio n in the calculation of actual evapotrans piration. In this
thesis, however, the ac tual evapotranspiration is calcu lated based on the recent
modificati ons proposed by the Institute of Hyd raulic Engineeri ng Banc.l ung (199 1).
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3.4.1 Soi l Moisture
Two properties of soil moisture which are relevant to Mock's Model are Soil
Moisture Capacity and Soil Moisture Surplus.
a. Soil Molsture Capacity
Soil moisture capacity is defined as the capability of the soil to retain water.
Depending on the type and structure of soil and the type of vegetation growing in the
surface, the soil moisture capacity can range from one or two centimetres per 30
cc numcrrcs depth for sandy soil to ten centimetres or more for clay [Thornthwaite and
Mather, 1957). por Indonesia. where the soil type is volcanic, the soil moisture capacity
ranges from 200 to 300 mm. This value is co mparable to other volcanic regions such as
Costa Rica (Calvo, 1986) . The soil moisture during any given month is determined by
the soil moisture of the preceding month, minus the water loss over thai month. The
water loss is defined as the difference between the precipitation and the actual
evapotranspiration. In the event that the difference is greater than zero, the water loss
is equal to zero since the amount of precip itation can meet the requirements for
evapotranspiration . If , however, the difference is less than zero, the soil moisture of that
particular month will decrease. This means that Ihe available prec ipitation fails to supply
the potential needs of the vegetation.
h . SoilMoisture Surp lus (w ater Sur plus)
Water surplus is defined as the excess of water available for runoff and infil tration .
II occurs mainly during the rainy season, when precipitation is always greater than
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evapotranspiration. The values of the wate r surplus can be oblo"\i nl'\l by simple
calculation. with precipitation treatedas an input. potential cvapotroll1s;Jiration 3S ou tp ut.
and soil moisture as )\ reserve which can be drawn on and rdi!: l"tl {wheneve r the
precipitation is la"'6er than evapotranspiration and l!:lt. -;oil moistu re valucs below iu
capacity).
3.4.2 Groundwater Storage and Runoff
The calculated runoff is derived from three model components: base Flow, direc t
runoff and storm runoff (Fig 3.4). To calculate lhe runoff from the mood . the folluwing
working assumptions are made (Mock. 1973).
a. The infiltration should be proportional to the monthly water surplus. In urucr tu
determine the infiltration rate, the coefficient of inliltrntion can be esliulilted hy
considering the geological structure and topography of the basin. A cross du .:ck uf
this calculation can be performed by either checking the nw. imum storage value
derived from the calculation or by comparing the calculated water surplus with the
actual runoff.
b. The groundwater flows into the surface stream arc proportional to the storage volume
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(.\ .7)
v = ....1..
2.
where: 0 is assumed to be a consaru with the time: diff..:rcnl i.d .l l =: I month . " is
the flow (mmJmonth) into surface streams and V (mm) is th..: groundwater storage . c.
In the case where there is no infiltra tion . the recession of groundwater Ih 'W5 fulluws
{he pri ncipl e
q, = s, X'
(.un
where K is as sumed 10 be a constant with the lime differential At =' I month . The
relatio nship between a and K is given by Mock (1973) as:
K = (l - a)
( 1 ...a )
(' - K )
a =~ (J .Wl
In reality the recession flows do not exactly follow the above form ula as K irH;rcascs
with time . Thi s means that the grou ndwater flow s faster than its assumed value a t
2J
the beginning and more slowly over time .
d. The storage volume (VJ is calculated as follows (Mock. 1973):
(3.11)
where 1 is the infiltrat ion at time t and q ,./ is the outflow at time t-t. From equation 3.7,
equation 3. 11 becomes:
V "~V +~ l
I I +Q llt I-l 1 + a
For .1.t = 1 month . then
(3. 12)
V, "
Simplifying, it can be written as:
1 - a
1 • a V,-I +
1
1 • a
(3. 13)
V, '" K v,.• + t (l + K) I (3.14)
where V,is the groundwater storage at time t. and K is the monthly recession coefficient.
The base flows are calculated based on the differences between the infiltration and the
changes in groundwate r storage. II can be expressed as follows:
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Q, ~ ~ (qt-l + q/> at
= I At - (V' _l - V,)
• I Ar - AV
(.1.15 )
where Q, is the base flow at time I. The direct runoff is calculated from the difference
between the water surplus and the infiltration. The calculated runoff is a suuunation of
the direct runo ff and the base flow. In the event that the soil moisture is below capacity,
an iterative procedure is required to obtain the soil moisture and so il storage at tune I.
This procedur e is disc ussed in detail in Chapter 4 .
3.4.3 Storm Runorr
The sto rm runoff component of the model was proposed by M ock (197] ). and is
based on the phenomenon that during the dry season when there is no water surplus.
some direct runoff occurs as a result of storm rainfal l. The amount or the storm runoff
is assumed to be a small percentage of the total precipitation. In the model calcu lation,
the percentage of the impermeable layer is adopted as the representation of that portio n
of the basin which produces the direct storm runo ff. The fac t that some of the
precipitation directly becomes runoff, causes the soil moisture defi cit to increase and
decreases the water surplus especially in the early part of the wet season. A reasonab le
approach for deali ng with the magnitude of storm runoff can be ob tained by compar ing
observed flood flows during the dry season to the base flow.
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3.5 Model Inputs
The model inputs for the Tank Model are daily mean areal prec ipitation.
evapotranspiration and dai ly runoff data. Mock's Model make use of the same kinds of
inputs but on a monthly basis. A slight difference in Mock' s Model is the introduction
of the estimated actual evapotranspiration which is influenced by the availability of the
monthly soil moisture .
3.5 .1 Precipitation
Mean daily and monthly area l precipitation are the majo r inputs for the Tank and
Mock 's model , respectively. The rainfall data can be obtained from the stations which
arc located within the basin itself or obta ined from the additional data at the nearest
suuion outside the drainage area . Due to the variability of rainfall, it is desirable to
IIhlain the mean areal rainfall using data from several stations. 'lh e mean areal
precipitation can be ca lculated us ing the arithmetic mean method. the Thies sen Polygon
method. theisohyetal methodor usingmultiple regression analysis. In principlethe mean
areal precipitation is given as fo llows:
(3.16)
where :
I'~ is the mean areal rainfall
I~ is the observe d rain fall at station i
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W, is the weighti ng facto r coeffi cient o f station i
n is the numbe r of obse rved rainfall stations
The difference in Ihe result obtai ned whether using the Th i•.-sscn "olygon 11I<:11100,th<.·
ari thmetic mean, the lsohyeta l method, or multiple regres sion itnillysis dep,..'"m.1s lin the
weightin g factor given to each station by each methoo . Thie ssen ' s PlllygOll methud gives
the weighting factor as :
w .5
, 0 ......••. \4-'. ' ~ lJ. 17)
where a is the total catchment area and a, is area of polygon i.
The arithmetic mean gives the same weig hting factor for L"VCry station , since Ihe mean
area l precipitation is an ave rage o f the total rainfall at a particular uuil IIf lime.
T herefore , the weighting fac tor is give n a s:
C\. IK)
where II is the number of rainfall station s.
The iso hyetal method giv es the wei ghtir.g facto r as:
(3 . 19)
where Aj is the area bet ween two successive isohyets , A is the 101;,1 catchment and I ', is
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the ave rage rainfall between two successive lsonyets .
The multiple reg ression method gives the weighting factor for each station based on the
equation :
(3.20)
where: Y is the dependent variab le (runoff) in mm/day
X,. Xl , X. are independent variables (rainfall depth) in mm
flu.fl" 13. are the regression coeffic ients
The values of fl" fll ' . . .. 13. arc the regression coefficient of each rainfall sta tion. The
wcighting factor for each station is approximately:
(3.21)
In the case where the rainfall dam are almost the same for each station , the ari thmetic
mean is a special case of the multiple regression method.
Each method gives an approximation of the mean rainfa ll for a given time. Each
method has its limitations. due to the fact that it is impossib le to measu re rainfall at every
point in the basin. In this thesis. the four methods were evaluated . The results are very
similar, except for the munipte regression analysis. In the C.l..e of the result of the
.nultip!e regression analysis. the stations located outside the basin have higher weighting
factor than the stations located within the basin. Th is result seem physically unlikely.
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Since the results from the other three methods are almo st similar. hence for simpli\:ilY.
the arithmetic mean wasused in this lbesis.
3.5.2 Evapotranspiration
The other input variable for both the Tank Mo..Jet amI M ud ,'s ,..h.....1I:1 is
evapotranspiration. In !his thesis. Penman' s mcthod is US4.'d to calculate the !lOIl.'1uial
evapotranspiration. This method has been selected because it is considered 10 be suitable
for tropical regions since it usestemperature andclimaticdata such as hu midity, sunslunc
dumtton. latitude and wind speed. The general formulation "11'penman's method is
expressed as follows (Mock . 1973) :
11 • R(1 -,) (0 .18 + 0.55 5) - B(0.56 - o.o92 /t'd) CU21
(0.1 • 0.9S)
D .. 0.35 (tQ - t'd ) (J: .. 0 .01w)
where:
Ep is the potential evapotranspiration in mm HJO/day
A is the slope of the vapour pressure curve at mean air temperature in mm HJOItiay
B is the black body radiation at mean air temperature in lll lll HlJ/day
eo is the saturated vapour pressure at mean air temperature in nun Hg
ed ::::; rh x eo is thc actual vapour pressure in mm Hg
rh is the relatuve humidity in %
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1/ is an ex pression of drying power or net rad iation in rom HlOfday
R is the solar radi ation on a horizonta l surface above the atmosphere in mm H20 /day.
T ls the re flection coefficient (Albed o)
S is the the ratio of actual to possible hours o f bright sunshine in %
k is the coefficient of rough ness fo r the evaporating surface
w is the wind speed at two metre height in miles/day
The evapotranspiration values calcu lated using Penman's method are prese nted in Table
3.1.
Tab le 3.1 ; Potent ia l Evapotranspira tion Estimates (Ep)
tnihts study. the values of the potent ial evapotranspiration are used as negative input for
the Tank Model. The evapotranspira tion is subtracted from the top tank, and if the top
tank is empty, from the second tan k. If bot h tanks are e mpty, evapo transpirat ion is
subtracted from the third tank and so on. The problem is whether the value varies or not
accurding to the tank from where e vapotranspiration is subtracted. Il may be relat ed to
the availab ility o f soil moisture. In this thes is , the evapotranspiration is assumed to be
equalto the potential evapot ranspira tion throu ghout the year. This is because the values
o f the actu al eva potranspiration have been implicitly taken into acco unt by the Tank
Model's coefficient (i.c . lumped with tank coefficients).
Moc k 's Model which conside rs the so il moisture each month , uses the actual
cvapotran spinuion as negat ive input. The ac tual evapotranspirat ion is discussed in the
next section.
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3.5 .3 Actual Evapotranspiration Est imates
Actualevapotranspiration should be equal to potential evapotranspiration during the
rainy season when the soil moisture reaches its capacity. During the dry season, when
rain is sparse, soil moisture decreases and the actual evapotranspiration should he lower
than the potentialevapotranspiration. A method to calculate the actualevapotranspiration
was proposed by Thomrhwaite and Mather (1957) based on the hypothesis that in a
particular month. where the precipitation is less than tbe potential l".>va pot r.mspir.lti\1I1,
the actual evapotranspiration is equal to the precipitation plus the aroount of water drawn
from lhe soil moisture storage. Mock (1973) proposed an approach for calculating the
actual evapotranspiration using the term limited CI'U{HJlrtJllSpirmillll . rhis is calculated as
follows:
0 .23)
where tJ£ is the difference between the potential and actual evapotranspiration (Ea) in
mm/month. Ep is the potential evapotranspiration in rom/month, d is the number o f mys
per month when the surface is dry and m is the estimation of non vegetative so il in
percent units. Mock also found a general rclationship between the dry surface days and
the number of rainy days for Indones ia. The relationship is expressed as:
d ,, %(1 8 - n) 0.2<1 '
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where n is the number of rainy days. The equation (3,23) can be rewrtnen as:
(3.25)
In practice, however, estimates for m are difficult to find. To avoid this d rawback, a
slight modification of Mock's Model was proposed by the Institute of Hydraulic
Engineering Bandung (l991). It is based on the hypothesis that the rate of the
evapo transpiration is proportional to tile amount of the remaining water in the soil as
postulated by Thcmthwaite and Mather (1955) and Budyko (1948, cited in Nguyen and
Ikrndtson, 1986). If the soil moisture content is one quarter of the total capacity, for
exam ple. then the rate of evapotranspirat ion will be one quarter of the potential
evapotranspira tion. Thus,
& = SS:C Ep
(3.26)
where SMC is the soil moisture capacity and SM is the soil moisture content for a
particular month. A chart summarizing the iterative calculations is presented in the
methodology section along with a summary of the entire Mock's Model procedure. In
this thesis the actual evapotranspiration was calculated using the evaporat ion equation
,L! 6.
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Chapter 4
Methodology
T his chap ter discus ses the method u sed in the process of calib m tioa an d vcnficatkm
of th e rainfa ll-ru noff models. Before the catchment models were applied . the lag l ime
betw ee n the oc currence of rai nfall and runoff m ust be d etermined nrsr. To obtain Ihe
para m eters o f Ihe catchment mode ls, the trial and error method wa s used for both Ule
Tan k and Moc k's Mod el. Per evaluation ofth e result. th e criteria used were those used
by the World Meteorol ogical Organization (WMO) , (1986),
4.1 Determination of Lag Time
The lag time between the occurr ence of rainfall in the basin and the ru noff
occu rr ence in the gauging station was cal culated using c ro ss correl ation a nalysis. Cro ss
corr e lat ion ana lysis is a statist ical proc edure to obtain the co rrelation between IWIl
concurrent t ime series at vari ous lag tim es. For rainfa ll and runoff da ta , the h i ghc.~t
coe fficie nt shows the appropria te lag ti me be tween the rainfall in the b asin and tile
occ urre nce o f runoff a t the gaug ing sta tio n. The result of the analy sis is presen ted in Fil:
4.1.
The lag time with the high est corre lation coeffi cient is zero . This m eans th a t the
runo ff occurs on the same day as the rainfa ll. Due to {he system o f the rainfall
obse rvation in the basin (tod ay's rainfal l amount is basically the total rai nfall from 7.00
am previous day to 7.00 am today) , the lag time is there fore, actually equalto one day .
II I
Fig. 4.1: Cross Correlatio n Analysi s Result
4.2 Tank Model Calibration
General discussions of the Tank. Model we re presented in Chapte r 3 . The followi ng
sec tio ns prov ide a more detai led discussion of the model, because to cal ibrate the Tank
Model , an understand ing of the structure of the Tank Mode l is importan t, Assum ing that
the config uratio n is a vertically structured storage type model, the tanks can be labelled
A. B , C and D respect ively. The re levant co mputat ions for the model are give n in the
follow ing sections.
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4.2.1 Runoff Generation
a . Co m putat ion of W a ter Sto ra ge
The inputs representing the mean areal precipita tion are added d irect ly to the top tank.
T he abstraction due to evapotran sp iration is assu med to ta ke place simultaneously . The
storage in the to p tank. before the runof f calcula tion. is:
( 4 .1)
where SAm is th e storage of lank A alti m e I, SUA''''J is the storage balance of lank A ;11
time (1- 1) , P~I is the mea n areal p recipitat ion at t ime (I) and 1'"/ is the evapotranspira tion
at time t.
In the ca se where the amount o f preci pi tation cannot supply the evapotranspiration
requirement and Ihe fir st tank contai ns insuflicicnt water for evapo tran spiratio n. the
evapot ranspira t ion requ irement wi ll be taken fro m the low er lank (second tank). In the
casew he re the second tank alsoco ntains insufficient wate r for eva potransp iration. water
will be extracted from the third tank. The same procedu re can be applied to the fourth
tank if the third tank also fails to meet the requirement. Th e storage equa tion (wh ich is
the same for the second. third an d fourt h tanks) can be e xpressed as:
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(4. 2)
w here; SB fIJ is the storage of W1k B at time t, S88"'/J is the storage balanceo f tank Bat
li me (I-I ) , QAO,./ is !he in filtration from tan k A an d EOIIJ is lhe evapotran sp iration that
m ay have (0 be deducted from tan k B. SBBm is the storage balance of tank B at tim e r,
w hich is described in the following sectio n .
h . Com p urauc n of Runoff
The runo ff and in filtration from each tan k arecal culated by laking into account the
sto rageof the individual tan h in the follo w ing way . For tank A:
OA2 1 ~ 1 '" ( SAl e) - HA2 1 x A2
OAl w • (SAlt) - HAll x A l
OAO w ., SA w x AO
( 4 . J )
w here QA2lU is th e dischar ge from the upper oulle t of tank A at time t, QM . is the
di schu ge from the lower out letof tank A a t time t and QAO/l1 repre sents the infilt ra tion
rrom tank A at tim e t. 112 , Al and AO, re spective ly, are the coefficien ts of the up pe r,
lo wer and bonom o utlets o f tank A. HAl is the height of lower outl et and HA2 is the
hei ght of the upper outlet.
T he so rag e balance of the tanks A . B, C an d D a t time t can be expressed. as follo ws:
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SBA l el .. SA l t l - QA2 w - QAl l t l - QA0 1tI
SBB le! .. SBrt) - OBl w - OBO w
SBC r el = SCw - OCl fel - OCO(tl
SBD l t l = SD w - ODl rt!
These storage balance values are used as the initial conditions for lime (1+ 1).
(4 .·q
In a similar fashion. the discharge from the second, third and fourth tanks call be
expressed as fo llows:
OCrr! .. (ser t l - HC1.) x CI
The total runo ff is the summation of the discharge s from each lank.
(4.5 )
4.2.2 Dete rmination or the Initial Parameters of the Tank Model
In the application of the Tank Model. there is no exact formula for accurate ly
determining its parameters. Th is is because the parameters depend upon the so il
structures, geolo gical features, land use within the basin and the river course itself. Two
approximations of the parameters have been sugges ted for initial calculations. Bothset s
of the suggested parameters and their respective de rivations are given below.
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a . Suggested Paramet ers based on th e Analysis of Severa l J apan ese Rivers
These paramete rs are based on Sugawara research (1980):
Top tank (Firs t tank).
Dullet Coeffic ients
Height of the lower runoff o utlet
Height of the upper runoff outlet
Second Tank
Ouuei Coe fflcienrs
Height of the runof f outlet
Third lank
Outlet Coe fficients
Height of the runof f outlet
Fourth lank
Outlct Coc fficients
0 .1 · 0.5 day'
to· 20
30- 60
0 .03 ·0.1 day-'
0 - 50
0 .001 • 0 .005 day'
0 - 30
0 .0005 - 0.005 dati
These above va lues represe nt general cases for Japanese river basins, however , theycan
be used as tlte initial parameters for river basins out side of l ap-..n which have similar
climate. Based on these: val ues, hydrographs of the calculated and observed runoff ar e
compared, then the para meters are adjusted as requ ired based on visual comparisons of
uesctwo hydrographs . Thi s requires numerous trials, since each value of the parameters
has to beadjusted individually. Th e initial storage values fo r the first and second tanks
arc taken as cq ualto ze ro. This i mplies that the startin g time for simulation should be
in the driest pe riod of the year.
b. Init ial Pantml'lers based on Ihe Relations hip between the Ca tchment Area a n d
Ihe Time Coustent
The method proposed by Sugawara et al. . (1984) uses the characte ristics of a Simple
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Tank Model. As d iscussed in Chapter 3, for a Simple Tank Mod el. T is a time constant
and T::: I/a . The derived a is simply divided in two , for the bouorn and side outle t of
the top tank. The summation of coefficients of the lower ta nk is taken as Ilr of the
summation of the coefficients of the upper tank, where r is the ra tio between the
summation of the coefficients of the upper tank over the lowe r lank. Based on the
analysis of several Japanese rivers, an empirical formu la for ca lculating the time co nstant
is given as:
T - O.15 { A .
where T is the time constant and A is the catchment area (km 2) , For rivers outside of
Japan, some adjustments arc likely to be required. In addition, lhe initial parameters
should be well balanced and in harmony, which means tha! the parameter must satisfy
the following guid elines:
I. The ratio betwee n the side outlet coefficient to the infiltration coefficient in the first.
second and third tanks should be in close agreement (i .e . AI/AO .. HIIBO ..
C lt CD).
2. The ratio between the sum of the side outlet coefficients and inf iltration coefficients
of the top tan k to the second and to the third tank should be in close agreement with
the square of its ratio (AI+AO : 81 +80
recommended value of r is 5 (Sugawara et al., 1984), In this thesis, the first set of
guide lines fo r the initial para meters was used with adju stments based on the
calculated and observed hydrographs.
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4.2.3 Trial and Error Calibra tion
Once the initia l parameters have been selected. they must be adjusted to ensure that
Ihc final model gives a good representation of catchment response . This process is called
calibration. The a djustments of the tank coefficients depend on which pan of the
hydrogra phs do no t match . For example. if the peak flows do not match then coefficients
of the top tank should be adjusted. If the base flows d o not match, then the coe fficient
of the third and four tankshou ld be adjusted. The basic princip le for calibra ting the Tank
Model is based on the procedure suggested by Sugawara (1980). More details on the
principles underlying the calibrations are given in the accompanying diagrams prese nted
in Pig. 4 .2 to Fig. 4,4.
4 .2.4 Automatic Calibration
Despite the fac t that the trial and error method is usually used 10calibrate the Tank
Model, the re have been three attempts to develop an a u tomatic calibration method. The
mcthods devised by Maruyama, et al., (197'), Sugawara (1979) and Ozaki (1980) are
presented below.
a , Manlyama, et al. , (1975)
Maruyama attempted to determine the paramete rs of the Tank Model by using no n linear
optimization. The Powell Conjugate Gradient Method was emp loyed in order to derive
the optimum parame ters. T he working principle of this me thod involves the minimization
o f the objec tive func tion with regard to the unknown variables. In general the objec tive
function Fo can be written as follows:
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where Xl • • •• X l ~ are the parameters of the Tank Model, Q..is the observed discharge. Q.,
is the calculated discharge and a is a constant assumed to be the average of the observed
discharge.
h. Sugaware (1979)
Sugawara (1979) introduced feedback procedures for automatic cali bration of the Tank
ModeJ. Two methods were introduced, the hydrograp h comparison met hod and the
duration curves compa rison method. The procedure is carried out by co mparing tW O
criteria obtained from the observed and calculated hydrograph from the model. Th e two
criteria arc the volume of discharge and the shape of the hydrograph. The feedback
proced ure start from the initial model para meters, and the parameters are adj usled based
on the twc cn teria.
1:. OZ:lki (1980)
Ozaki (1980) introd uced a method for automatic calibration based on a non linear
dynam ic model , combi ned with the use of the Akaike Information Criteria (Ale). The
method focussed on the determination o f the model structure and its coefficients .
In this thesis, automatic calibratio n using the Sugawara 's method was considered.
The obtained parameters tended to become larger and d id not self correc t, thus leading
\0 unsatisfacto ry results. Therefore, the trial and error method was used here. In fact,
using the trial and err or method led to a better understanding of both the model and the
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catchment response .
4.3 Mock's Model Calibration
To calibrate Mock ' s Model, it is first necess:lry to understand how the mode l works.
The following section discusses monthly runoff generation using Mock' s Model.
4.3.1 Runoff Generation
The princip le of runoff generation for Mock 's Model is as follows:
a. Potential Water Loss (Pc)
The poten tial water loss (Pe) is defined as the d ifference between precipitation and actual
evapotranspiration. This difference shows the periods of moisture excess or deficit. The
equation can be expres sed as:
Pe = P - Ep (4o. S )
where Pe is the potential water loss, P is precipitation and Ep is potent ial
evapotranspiration.
b. Soli Storage an d Soil Moisture
The negative value of the difference between potentia l evapotran sp iration and
precipitation causes a decrease in the roil moisture . Parallel with the decreased soil
moisture , the roi l storage also changes. In add ition, tile decrease in the soil moiste r..
causes a reciprocal effect in the actual evapotransp irat ion. Therefore . these components
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are interrelated. In order to solve this problem, an iterative procedure is req uired, by
which the soil moisture (SM) and soil storage (SS) values can be obtained at a particular
time I . Unlike the original Thom thwaite method. which used tables fo r calculating the
actual evapotranspiration (Thornthwaite and Mather, 1957), Moc k used limited
evapotranspiration which takes into account the factors of non vegetative surface and dry
surface days. ln this thesis the actual evapo transpiration was calculated based on the
magnitude of the soil moisture for a given month (Institute of Hydrau lic Engineering
aandu ng, 199 1). For any particular mo nth, the potential evapotranspira tion was
calculated using Equation 3.21.
c. So il Moisture Sur plus 0 1' Wate r Sur p lus
w ater surplus can bedefined as the excess of precipitation over evapo transpiration by
conside ring the amount of soil moisture. If there is no excess, the water surplus is equal
to zero. In general, the water surplus can be calculated as:
WS -P-Ea ( 4.9 )
where WS is the water surplus and (P - Eo ) > O.
d . Infil tration
Infiltration is calculated based on the water surplus availabili ty and is taken into account
by the coefficient of infil tration. It is given as:
I .. cor x WS (4.10 )
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where I is the infiltration and COl is the coe ffi cient of infllt ratioo .
e. Sterage Volume
The storage volume for a particutar mon th is calcula ted ba~..d Oft the formul a presented
earlier in Eq uation 3.14 .
r. Base Flow
Th e base flow for a partic ular monrh is calcu lated based on the difference between the
incomin g in filtration and the different values rep resenting the storage volume at time I.
The formula used to calcula te the base flow val ue is given by Equatio n 3 .15
g. Direct Ru noff
Th e direct runoff (DRO) is defined as the differe nce betwee n the availi lble water _~ll rrl li S
and infiltra tion and can be calculat ed as
DRO· ws - I ( 4. 11 )
h . Stann Runoff
During the dry season, when the water surplus is zero . some amounl of precipitat ion
becomes runoff directly. In the calculation discu ssed ear lier . the storm runoff is found
by taki ng into accou nt the percen tage of the im permeable layer . as
SRO = PX IMl.A 14 .1 21
where SRO is direc t storm runoff and IMU is percentage of the impermeable layer. This
equation requ ires the condition that WS = O.
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l, Tota l Runoff
The total runoff is calculated by summing up the base flow, direct runoff and storm
runoff. A flow chart of the Mock Model runoff computation procedure is presented in
Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6.
4,3.2 Initial Parameters for Calibrat ion
Similar to the Tank Model's calibration, Mock's Model calibration is also conducted
by trial and erro r. Mock' s model however, has fewer parameters, and is therefore
simpler. For the initial calibrat ion, the following values (which are derived from several
Javanese river basins) are suggested (Mock, 1973):
Soil Moisture Capacity (SMC) = 200 - 300 mm
Monthly recession coefficient K = 0.25·0.92
The other parameters, such as the coefficient of infiltration (COl), impermeable layer
(IMl.A) and initial storage (Vo), can be obtained by trying a value and comparing the
calculated and observed hydrographs.
4.4 Ver ificat ion
Tile foregoing section, which discussed the calibration method, was to find the
parameters of the models which can produce a good fit between the calculated and the
measured discharge. This is accomplished by adjusting the parameters, and checking the
performance of the model based on graphical and numerical criteria. To rest the
parameters, to see whether the model can produce a series of runoff simulations that give
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No ESlimaleEa =
---~-Iculated Ea
SRO · IMLAxP
Fig. 4.5 : Mock's Model Iterati ve Procedure.
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Fig. 4.5: (Continued)
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SM·' ; Soil Moisture a t previous month
SM' -5M3 -SM-1 + SS
SM4 .. 5M6 .. O. 5M2 - SMC
SM5 =5 M1"SM-l + Pe
S5 ' =5S4 =S5 5 =55 6 - 551 ...Pe
552 - SMC-ISM· l l; SSJ ·O
Fig. 4.6: Detail Calculation for Soil Moi sture (SM} and Soil
Storage (5 5)
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a good fit to the observed discharge in a given year, a verification period is required. In
other words, the verification period is a necessary testing phase. With respect to the
model performance , many researchers have proposed both graphical and numerical
criteria. In th is thesis, four graphical criteria and three numerical criteria are used to test
the model performance. These are described below.
4.4,1 Graph ical Cr iteria
The graphical criteria consist of four graphs, which can be used subjectively to
evaluate the model performance. The four graphical criteria are:
a, Comparison of Hydrographs
The hydrographs of the observed and calculated discharges are plotted. The plot shows
the magnitude of both thecalculated and observed discharge as a function of time.
b. Comparison of Dura tion Curves
The duration curves of the calculated and observed discharges are plotted. The plot
shows the magnitude of the calculated and observed discharges in descending order
versus the percent of time the discharge was exceeded. If there are only small
discrepancies between the calculated and the observed discharges, the curves will appear
close together .
e. Compariso n of DAily Flows
This graph shows the comparison of the calculated and observed discharge in ascending
order on a linear scale. Goodsimulated discharge data willbeclosely scattered along the
line of perfect agreement.
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d. Comparison or Dally Maximum Flows
This graphical criterio n is useful for checking the magnitude of the high flows between
the observed and the predicted discharge.
WMO (1986 ), in their intercomparison of rainfall- runoff project . suggested that the
comparison of hydrograp h of the calculated and observed discharg e as the 1\lOsl importam
criterion. The duratio n curves comp ariso n of the calculated and observe d discha rge is
also considered to be an important criterion . li kewise. the scatter diagram or the daily
maximumcalculated and observed discharges is also considered to be extremely useful.
These graphical criteria were used in both the calibra tion and verification phases for both
daily and monthly discharges.
4.4.2 Numerical Criteria
Three numerical criteria were used in this study. T hey arc given in WMO (19861.
The numerical criteria used are:
3. The Nash Sutcliffe Coeffici ent, R2
The Nash Sutcliffe Coefficien t was proposed by Nash and Sutcliffe (Nash and Sutcliffe
1972, cited in Martinec and Range . 1986). The for mula is given as :
(4 .13)t 100 - 0.1 '
t 100 - 0.1 '
R"1 - -';'--- - -
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where Qr is the calculated discharge, Q~ is the observed discharge, Q~ is the average
observed discharge and II is the number of days of discharge. It should be noted
however, that for the Intercomparison Project, WMO used the term NTD instead of R",
but both equations are in fact identical.
h. The Deviathm of the Runoff Volume
The deviation of the runoff volume is given as (WMO, 1986 cited in Martinec and
Rangn, 1989):
D" (%) ( 4. 1 4 )
where V:, is the volume of the observed discharge and Vr is the volume of the calculated
discharge. WMO referred to this term as PD. The criteria of R1 and D. are considered
to be particularly useful criteria (WMO, 1986),
c. Ralio of Mean Error to the Mean Observed Dischar ge (RME)
l11Ccriterion is given by WMO (1986) as:
( 4 . 1 5)
It is especially useful if the analysis of volume of the water is the main objective rather
than analysis of peak flows. The following values are considered ideal when assessing
S4
the perfor mance of a mod el (WMO . 1986):
R1 or NTD == 1. RME "" O. D. or PD =O.
The complete results for both cal ibration and verification (using either graph ical or
numerical crite ria) are presen ted in Chap ter 5. For the purposes of this study. the
selected numerical criteria have been limited to three. although other cri te ria are available
to measure the performance of the model. Using too man y cri teria wou ld on ly serve tu
increase the difficu lties in judging the performance of the model.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
fhis chapter discusses the results of the calibration and verification of the two rainfall-
runof f models. The general perfo rmance of the models in both the calibration and
verifica tion phases is the major concern of this chapte r. T he models discussed are Tank
Model with four tank cc.nponents, Tank Mood with three tank compo nents. and Mock's
Mood.
S. l Tank Model (four tank components)
Th e sixteen parameters of Tank Model as estimated by tri al and error during the
calibration phase are presented in Table 5.1. Thecalibration periodwas three years, from
IQ7:'t/lo;74 [0 1975/1976 inclusive. Thecalibration results of 1975/1976 arepresented in
H;;;. 5.1., as an example. Th ese figures compare the observed and calculated
hydrog raphs. duration curves, and maxi mum daily flows . The verification results for
1976/77 are presented in Fig. 5.::!. The results based on the numeri cal criteria of the
daily data. for both cal ibration and verificati on phases are presented in Table 5.2 and
5.3. T he graphical and numerical results for all years are presented in Appendix C.
Table 5.1 : Tank Model Parameters Obtained
Tanks Parameters Notation" Value
First Tank Upper side out let Coefficient A' o.z:
Lower side outlet Coefficient AI 0 . 15
Bottom outlet Coefficient AO 0.~5
Height of the upper side outlet HA2 55
Height of the lower side outlet HAl 15
Initial Storage SBA u o
Second Tank Side outlet Coefficient III o.os
Bottom outlet Coefficient no 11.1
Height of the side outlct Hili 111
Initial Storage SBB" n
Thi rd Tank Side outlet Coefficien t CI 0 .00175
Bottom side outlet Coefficient cn U.(KI21--- .
Height of the side outlet uc: 111
Initial Storage snc, 6(Xl
Fourth Tank Side outlet Coefficient 0 1 O.tXI2
Initial Storage SODu 6.'iO
") . The notation refers to Fig. 3.3 (c)
Dlscussiom
The following discussion is based on the results summarized above.
a . ln gene ral, the estimated parame ters (from the calibration period ) produced good
results in the verificat ion phase. This means that the parameters arc suitable
representations of the simplified mathematical absuacucn of the rainfall-runoff
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Fig, 5. 1: Tank Model (four tanks) Calibration · 1975/1976. (a) Prec ipitation; (b)
Compariso n of Observed and Calculated Hydrographs; (c) Comparison of Observed and
Calculated Duration Curves; (d) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Flows;
(e) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Maximum Flows.
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Fig. 5.2: T ank Model (four tanks) Verification . 197611977. (al Preci pitation ; (hI
Comparison of Observed and Calculated Hydrographs: (e) Comparisonof Observedand
Calculated Duration Curves; (d) Comparisonof Observed andCalculated DailyFlows;
(e) Comparisonof Observed and Calc ulated Dai ly Maxi mum Flows.
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Table 5.2 : Result of Tank Model Calibrati on based on Numerical Criteria
Criterion 197311974 197.$/1975 1975/ 1976 197J· 1976
R' 0.54 0.63 0.6 6 0.1>1
D . 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.28
RME -0.10 -0, 11 0.08 -0.06
I: Qcal ( tOI mm yr") 2.00 2 ,47 1.91 6.38
I: Qobs (to I mm yr') 2.22 2.78 1.77 6.77
Av Qcal (mm day') 5.49 6.77 5.22 5.K2
Av Qobs (mmday') 6.09 7.62 4.83 6.18
Error (%) ·9.KO -II +K ·5.8
Error ( % ) '" (Av Qcal-Av Qobs) T. 1001 Qobs
Table 5 .3: Resu lt of Tank Mode l Verifica tion based on Numerica l Crucn n
Criterion 1976/1977 197711978 1978/1979 1976-1979
R' 0.72 0 .55 0.45 0.66
D. 0.45 0 .33 0.30 0.36
RME 0.24 ·0. 14 ·0. 11 -0.002
r:Qca1 (IO J mm yfl ) 1.31 0 .76 1.02 lO I
r:Qobs (10 I mm yr'') 1.06 0 .89 1.15 3.01
Av QcaI (mm day') 3.60 2.49 3.72 3.27
Av Qobs (mm day') 2.9 1 2.90 4.20 3.28
Error(%) + 23
-I' -1 1 · 0
Error ( %) :::I (Av Qcal-A v Oobs) x 100 / Qob s
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process in the Babak River basin. Moreover, lhe s imulated discharg es in bolh
cal ibration o r verificat ion phase s, indicat e tha t the cho sen model is quite suitabl e for
runo ff mode lling of the Babak River . A poin t that shou ld be noted is that a simple
mod e l can in fact simulate a complex system of lhe rainfall runoff process .
b. At certain periods (Dece mber 1974, A ugust and sep te mber 197 5, Nove mber 1976 ),
the re are large discrepanc ies between the caJculatedan d observeddisc harges. These
disc re pancie s may be accounted for b y one o r mort" of the foll owing fa ctors:
I. Unre liable Di scharge Data.
Altho ugh in general it was assumed that the d a ta are reliable, data error can oc cur
due to observ er or instrument e rror. A gauging instru mentthat has been covered by
flood debris can yie ld an inaccurate rea ding o f the wat er level. This e rror can lead
to an inaccura te discharge reco rd unti l the problem has been remedied .
2 . Occurrence of localized Rain fall.
In Ind onesia . localized rainfal l over small area s often occu rs. and it occasionallyhas
a hea vy lntcnsuy with shortd ura tion. I f this ki nd ofrai nfall is recorded et cee of !.he
rainfal l gauging statio ns used in this model. th e calculated discharge will be large ,
while the observed discha rge will show only minor c hanges. By contrast, if some
areas with no raingauge s have localized rainfal l , thecalcula ted discharge will show
no c hanges, b ut the observed discharg e may be larger . These features of local ized
rainfal l are similar to Sugawara's (19 79) findi ngs, w hich suggest tha t rainfal l in
tropical regio ns shows a high degree of localizati on.
W ith respect to the causes of the di screpancie s (w hether It is over or under estimation ),
the most likely ex planatio n is the first, since the di screpancies occur over a month.
Localized rainfall occurs in snort periods of time as can be seen in the compar isonof
hydrograph.
c. Observing the hydrograp h both during the calib ration and verification phases, it
appears that periods used for calibration represen t a series (If wet years, whilethe
period of verification indicate a series of dry yea rs . Considering uunurc parameters
were obtained from the wet year periods, the sim ulated di scharge inthe veri fication
phase can be expected to be different from theobserved. De spite this fact, the results
of the verification phase are fairl y good.
d. Based on the comparison of daily maximum flows, it can he observed that the
calculated an d observed discharge arc closely sc attered along the line of perfect
agreement. Thi s means that the model can provide a satis factory Sillllll,ltitlli ill'peak
flows.
e. The simulated low flow discharges during the cali b ration period arc well fitted to the
observed dis c harges as shown in the comparison of hydrographs. During the
verification phase, however, the calculated low flows ar c slightly underest imated .
This may be caused by the aggradation in the rive r bed in the runononscrvnuon sue .
which in tum causes inaccurate discharge obse rvation. Another posstbltny of the
underestimation of the calculated [ow flows is th at the obt ained parameters itself ,
which are obtain ed fro m the wet years.
f. The numerical criteria , especially the Nash and Sutcliffe coefficient show bette r
results for the month ly discha rges than for the daily di scharges (R1 = 0 .ll4 and
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1{1 =0.64 for monthly and daily discharges respec tively) for the entire period. This
result can be expected due to greater variabili ty in the daily discharges; monthly
discharges generally has less variability. Theveri fication showsa similar result with
1{1=0 .79 and 0.66 for monthly and daily dischar ges respectively.
g. The volume deviation criteria (0, ), for the calibration phase is less than0.3 fordaily
simulation, while the result for monthly simulation is less than0.2. Inany particular
year with low runoff, the deviation is greaterthan in a year with high runoff.
5.2 Tank Mod el (three tank components )
The model parameters, thirteen parameters in to tal, der ived from the calibration
phase arc presented in Appendix D. The calibration period used to derive the mode l
parameters and the verification period were thesame as for the four tanks components
Ulscussfcn.
In general, the calibrat ion results of the Tank Model with three tank componentsare
satisfactcry, altho ugh for certain periods there is evidenceof discrepancies. With regard
tu the results over theentire period , the discrepancies canbe accountedfor following the
sunc discussion as that presented earlier for the four componentsTank Model. For the
verification period . the model simulation shows satisfactory results for both intermediate
and high nows.
For low flows. however, the calculated discharg es underestimated the observed
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values, especially in the second and the third year . This phenomenon indicates th- : lhe
Tank Model with th ree tank co mponents is not suitable for use in low now analysis. II
could be used for normal and high analysis, in cases where the low flows arc not
significant. The sl ig ht advantage of this mode l is that this mood requires fewer
parameters . but in ge neral the four tank component Ta nk Model is sugges ted.
The result of this study confirms Sueawara's findin gs Ihat two tanks arc necessa ry
fo r base flow simula tion.
5.3 Mock's Model
The parame ters of Mock's Model obtained from the calibrati on period arc presented
in Table 5.4 , The cali bration results are presented in Fig. 5.3 . In general , using thc
es timated parameters, the mode l produces good results in the ve rification period. ' /11C
graphical measurem e nts of the model's perfo rmance d uri ng the verification period arc
presented in Fig. 5 .4.
Table . 5.4: Parameters of Moc k ' s Mode l
Parameter Notation Value
Impermeable Layer IMLA 0.10
Coefficie n t of Infiltration COl 0.50
Monthly C oefficient of Recession K 0.70
Soil Moisture Capacity SMe 200
Initial So il Moistur e SM o 200
Initial Storage Value Y, 200
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Month Numb e rs
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Fig . 5.3: Mock's Model Calibration for 1973- 1976. (a) Precipitation; (b) Comparison
of Observed and Calculated Hydrographs; (c) Comparison of Observed and Calculated
Duration Curves: (d) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Monthly Flows.
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Fig. 5.4: Mock' s Model Verification for 1976-1979 . (a) Precip itation; (b) Compariso n
of Obse rved and Calculated Hyd rographs; (e) Comparison o f Observed and Calculated
Dura tion Curves : (dl Comparison cf Observed and Calculated Monthly Flows .
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Table 5.5: Result of Mock' s Model Calibration based on Numerical Criteria
Criterio n 1973/1974 1974/1975 197511976 1973-1976
R' 0.7 1 0.82 0.92 0.85
D . 0. 16 0. 14 0. 14 0.15
RME -0.08 -0.04 0.0 1 -0.04
I; Qcal ([0 1 mm yr') 2.04 2.68 1.78 6.5
I; Qobs (10 ) mm yr l ) 2.22 2.78 1.77 6.77
All Qcal (mm day:') 170 223 148 180
All Qobs (mm day I) 185 231 147 188
Error (%) -8 -3 - 0. 0 -4
Error ( %) = (All Qcal-Av Qobs) x 100 / Qobs
Table 5,ri; Result of Moc k's Model Verification based on Numerical Criteria
Cri terion 197611977 197711978 1978/1979 1976-1979
R' 0.97 0.56 0.81 0.86
D . 0.13 0.32 0. 14 0.19
RME 0.04 -0.19 0.05 -0.02
1:: QcaI (lOJ mm yr") 1.1 0 .71 1.2 1 3.03
1::Qobs (10 J mm yr l ) 1.1 0.89 1, 15 3.0 1
All QcaI (mm day-I) 91.85 71.4 134.66 97.66
Av Qobs (mm dey'') 88.53 88.72 128 100
Error(%) + 3 -19.5 +5 -2
Error ( %) = (A ll Qcal-AII Qobs) x 100 / Qobs
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Discussion:
a. In general the model and its estimated parameters can be accepted ,IS the
representation of a simplified mathematical abstract ion o f the monthly rainfall -runoff
process in the Babak River b~ -in. As with the Tan k Model , in some period s there ar e
large discrepancies between the calculate d and observe d discharge (c .g, Nov-Dec
1974). With respect to the result as a whole, however, such underestimation may
be caused by errors such as those discussed in the section 5.1.b.
b. Two alternativ e values of soil moisture capacity were studied in th is thesis, :!O() uuu
and 300 mm. Based on an examina tion of the results, a soil moisture capacuy value
of 200 mrn was selected. This value is compar able to tholt used fur other Javanese
river basins .
c. The estimated monthly recess ion coefficie nt K is 0 .7. also comparable to some
month ly recess.on coefficie nts for several Javanese river basins which range from
0.2 5 to O.92. (Mock, 1973). In general . the numerical cri teria show good results with
R2 > 0.8 and D. < 0.2 for both calibratio n and veri fication. The errors in general
are less than 10 % , except for 197711978 in which the erro r was 19.5 %.
5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the effect on thc mode l performance
due to small changes in each pa rameter. In this thesis, a change of 15% above and below
the obtai ned values given in Table 5. 1 and Tab le 5.4 was used. The Nash Sutcliffe
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Coefficient (R' ) was used as Ihe cri terion 10 judge the model performance . Th e results
o f the sensi tivity analysis ~or the obtained para meters of the Tank Model is prese nted in
Fig. 5.5 (a). The sensitivity analysis results of the Tank Mode l show that the lower side
outlet and the infiltration coefficien t and the height o f the upper outlet o f the firs t tank
tl.e. A I. AO, HA2) are the most sensitive p arameters.
Adjustment to the Tank Model parame ters which show high sensitivity wa s made .
T he adj usted para meters are: A I "" 0 . 13(0 .15 ), AO = 0.29(0 .25) and HA2 "" 60(55).
T he values in bracket show the initially obtained parame ters. The oth er parameters
remain unchanged (same as the obtained param eters) . Sensitivity analysis for the adjusted
paramete rs was again carried out and the results are presented in Fig . 5.5 (b) . The
'Ldjustcd paramet ers produce a highe r R1 val ue (R1 ". 0.66) than the result fr om the
initially obtained parameters (Rl = 0 .64) . However, when a grap hical crite rion (double
mass curve) was used to j udge the calcu lated discharges fro m the adjusted parameters,
the total discharge from Itl.: adjusted param eter model are slightly les s man the total
d ischarge from the model using the obtained parameters • Fig . :5.5 (c) show the double
mass curve of the calculated discharges using boththe obtained and adj usted parameters.
The sensitivity analysis result of the Moc k Model is presented in Fig . 5.6. It shows
tha t the obtained paramet ers were near 10 the optimal values , since increa sing or
decreasi ng the va lues of each parameter gave a lower RJ value.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that the obtained paramete rs prod uced
bcuc r results than the adjusted paramete rs identified from the sensitivity analysis in term
uf thetotal discharge, however. in term of Nas h Sutcliffe Coeffi cient values, the adjusted
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Fig. 5.5: Sensitivity Analysis of the Tank Model (four tanks) . (a) Based on the obtai ned
paramete rs ; (b) Basedon the adjusted parameter s; (e) Comparison of double mass curve
using the obtained and adjusted parameters.
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parameters gave a slighl1ybetter results.
5.S Comparison between the Tank Model and Mock' s Model
This section compares the results obtained from the Tank Modd tflllJr lank
components) and Mock's Model. The hydrographs of the observed and calculated flows
of the Tank Model and Mock' s Model are shown in Fig. 5::
a. Both models can produce discharges with good tit to the observed discharges, either
in the calibration or verification period. This means that both models can represent
the process of rainfall-runoff in the basin. Mock's Model has the adv:lnl:lgc uf
requiring fewer parameters. Therefore, fo r preliminary study, Moc k'a Mod el is
suggested. For detailed study, however, the Tank Model is preferred, since it cnn
simulate daily discharges. The choice of the model will vary with the purposes of Ihe
study and the availability of data.
b. The simulated hydrographs suggest an error in either the precipitation or the runoff
data. It occurred within the period of Nov-Dec 1974, and the results from both
models show significant discrepancies in the same period. As discussedea rlie r, this
may be caused by observer or instrument error .
e. Both models gave good results and are simple to implement. Th ia study supports tnc
adoption of these models for use by professionals concerned with the development
of water resources in the study area.
d. With regard to the computational efficiency and computer storage requir ed, Mock's
Model requires less storage, since it uses a monthly time step. The Tank Mood is
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Calibration Period; (b) Verification period.
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also easy to use even with a pocket calculator since an tnc mathematical opcrauous
arc simple anddo not reqctreany iterations. Becauseo(lh e dailylime SIL'P. however.
repeated sr-utauon couldbe very timeconsumingwithouta computer.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
Thi s chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations cf this study with respec t to
the appl ication of two rainfall-runo ff models.
Co nclusions
I . Rased on the result of calibration and the performan ce of the models during the
verification period . it is concluded that the four component Tank Model , whose
parameters are presented in Table 5.1, is suitable for simulation of daily flows for
the Babak River. Similarly, Mock's Model, with the parameters as presented in
Tab'~ 5.4. is suitable for simulation of monthly streamflows.
2. From the comparison of the monthly results of both models . it can be concluded that
either model gives a good approximation of simu lated discharge in general . Mock ' s
Model has the advantage of requiring fewer parameters for discharge simulation, but
the Tank Model has the advantage of using daily time steps . The model choice
depends on the purposes and availability of data .
J . For the Tank Mode l, the starting date (or either the calibration or the veri fication
phase should be in the dries t period. By using the driest period for starting the
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calibration, the initial storage for the first and second tanks can be taken to be equal
to zero. fo r Mock's Model, the starting date has no effect, hut starling in the driest
period is prefe rred for easeof calibration.
4. The Tank Model with three tank components gives good results for high l1l1WS hut
underestimates low flows. Therefore. it is considered suitable for analysis of normal
to high flows. A slight advantage of this model is that it has fewer paramet ers than
the model with four tank components.
5. Attempts were made to calibrate the Tank Model using the auto matic calihrarion
method proposed by Sugawara. The results were unsatisfactory. The trial and error
method, however, gave satisfactory results and has the additional advantage uf
providing infor mation and experience aboutthe behaviour of the model.
6. It is possible that a slightly different set of parameters may give the sallie or better
results than these obtained here. However, it would not deviate very much from
those obtained because of the dependent nature o f the parameters and how they arc
related to the physical process.
Recommen datio ns
I. For preliminary investigation purposes, the study results support the lISC (If Mod's
Model as a suitable monthly rainfall-runoff model, since it has fewer parameters than
the Tank Model. fo r detailed design purposes. however. the Tank Model with four
tank components is recommended.
2. For other river basins similar to the Babak River basin, the parameters obtained
using either the Tank Model or Mock's Mood can be used usc as the initial
HI
parameters for calibration. If runoff data are not available and the characteristics of
(he river basin (soil structure, land use and vegetation) are similar to the Babak kiver
basin, the parameters can be used directly.
3. Some additional rainfa ll gaug ing stations are suggested . The objectives of the
additional rainfall stations ar e to deri ve a better spatial representation in the
calculation of the mean areal rainfall , especially with regard to the occurrence of
localized rainfall.
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Appendix A
Computer Program for ;vlock' s Model
This appendix presents the computer program for Mock's Model. This program was
written in the Quick Basic Language. In principle the computationof monthly runoffare
div ided into two pans.
I. The Water BalanceComputation
This part includes co mputations of the itera tive procedure to obtain the soil moisture
and soil storage at particula r month. It also contain the computation for the actual
evapo transpiration and water surplus.
2. The Runoff Calculation
This part includes computations of direct runoff, storm runoff and base flow using
the parameters estimatedand data file obtain from the first calculation. Total runoff
is the summation of the direct runoff, storm runoff and base flow,
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MOCK MODEL PROGRAM
This program is a monthly rainfall runoff model based on Mock work's in Indonesia.
It was published in "w ater Availability Appraisal", Repofl ] ;}r Lund Cupuhilir y Approh llf
lndo-esia. This model is adopted by the Ministry of Public Works Indonesia for uses in
irrigation planning.
GOSUBinitialization
GOSUBwater.balance
GOSUB run.off
END
initialization:
CLS
INPUT "impermeable layer e " ; imla
INPUT "in itial storage> ": '0'0
INPUT "coe fficient of infiltration=" ; cot
INPUT "monthly coefficient recession <": k
INPUT "sort moisture capacltye " ; smc
INPUT " initial soil moisture > ": smo
OPEN "b:\ file-name l. dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
lei a ::::t 4: b ::::t 12:
DIM pea, b): DIM ws(a, b): DIM eacua. b)
DIM ce{a, h): DIM etota , b): DIM pe(a, b): DIM al(a , b): DIM b lt a. bl
DIM inf(a, b): DIM vnta, b): DIM dltvnta, b): DIM bf(a, b):
DIM dro(a , b): DIM mea, b): DIM dsrota, b): DIM storm(a, b)
DIM qo(a, b): DIM sm(a, b) : DIM ssta. b)
'o'n( I ,O) = vc:
RETURN
water.balance:
CLS
OPEN "b:\ file-name2.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS 112
OPEN "b:\ file-name3.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #3
OPEN "b:\fil e-elo.da l" FOR INPUT AS #4 ' Pot. cvapotrans. data
OPEN "b:\ fiIe-monthly.dat" FOR INPUT AS #5 "mon thly precipitation
FORy:l: 1 TOa
FOR m ::::t I TOb
INPUT #5, p{y, m)
INPUT #4, CIO(y , m)
8'
NEXTm
NEXTy
CLOSE l:i: CLOSE 14
FORy"" ITOa
FOR m ;;I TOb
IF m = I AND Y > I T HEN
sm(y , (m - I)) ". smrty - 0 , b)
ELS Elf m = I AND Y = I THEN
sm(y, (m- I») "" smo
END IF
Th e calculation of Water Balance
LET eecuy, m) ;; etoty , m)
100 cacu y. m) "" ce(y , m)
200 pc(y, m) ;; p<y, m ) - eacuy. m)
IF pety, m) > 0 THEN
IF smfy, m - I) < smc THEN
IF (pcfy, m) + srruy, (m . I») < smc TH EN
ss(y, m) '" pety, m) : sn uy, m) = sm(y, (m - I» + ss(y, m)
ELSEIF (pe(y, m) + sn uy, (m - I))) > smc TH EN
SS(y , m) '" lOme - snu y, (m - l )i ; sm{y , m) "" sme
END IF
ELS EIF smty , m - I ) = sme TH EN
ssty. m) =0: smty, m) '" smty. (m - 1» + 55(y, m)
END IF
ELSE IF pe(y , m) -c 0 THF~
IF sm(y , (m - I) , ;; SIIIC THE N
IF (pe(y, m) + smty, (m - I)) < 0 THEN
SS(y , m) - pe(y , m): sm(y , m) =0
ELSE IF pety, m) + smey, (m - I» > 0 THEN
SS(y, m) ;0 pc(y, m): sm(y, m) : sm(y, (m - I» + pety , m)
END IF
ELS EIF sm(y , (m - 1» < sme THEN
IF (pe(y, m) + sm(y. (m - I))) < 0 THEN
ss(y , m) - pe(y, m) : sm(y , m) = 0
ELSEIF (pe(y, m) + sm(y, (m - I») > 0 THEN
5S(Y . m) OR pe(y. m): smty , m) ., sm(y, (m - I» + pe(y, m)
ENDfF
END IF
END IF
eery, m) "" elo(y, m) • smty , m) I smc
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IF ABS(ce(y . m) . eacu y. m)) > .0 1 THE N
GOTO 100
ELSEIF ABS(ce(y, m) - eacuy. m] < = .mTHEN
ws(y , m) ""' pe(y , m) - 55(y, m)
END IF
PRINT
IF ws(y, m) '" 0 THEN
dsro(y, m) '" imla • p(y , m)
sm(y , m) - sm(y , m • I) + PC(y , m) - dSTOly . rm
IF sm(y, m) > smc THEN
sm(y, m) = smc
wsty, m) = smty, m . I) + pcty . m) - dsroty, m) -
ELSE IF sm(y, m) < sm' THEN
sm(y, m] = sm(y, ml
END IF
ELSE IF ws(y, m) > 0 THEN
GDTO 300
END IF
300 PRINT
WRITE #2, ws(y, rnj
WRITE #3, dsro(y, m)
NEXTm
NEXTy
CLOS E #2: CLOSE #3
RETURN
run.off:
CLS
This calculation is based on water balance principle
and re fers to Mock, (1973). Wate r Avai lability Appraisal,
Report for Land Capability Appraisal, Indonesia.
OPE N "b:\file-name2.dat" FOR INPUT AS #6
OPEN -b:\ file-name3.dat" FOR INPUT AS #7
FORy = ITOa
FORm= ITOb
INPUT #6, ws(y, m): INPUT #7 , dsro(y, rm:
NEXTm
NEXT y
CLOSE #6: CLOSE 117:
FORy = I TOa
FORm : I TO b
If m '" I AND Y > I THEN
vnty, tm . I)) '" vn((y - I). b)
END IF
inffy. fill '" eoi .. wsfy, m)
atty . m):= .S · (k + 1) · inffy. mj
b lCy. m) ... k .. V!I{y, m - 1;
vnty, m) := al(y , rm + bt ty. m)
dnvnty, m) '" vmy, m) - vnty . m . 1)
bHy. m) :>: infCY . rm -dlN nCy , mj
dro(y, m) '" wsty, mj - infCY. m)
stemuy , m) '" csrcry , m)
TOCy, m) "" bf(y, m) + droty, m) + stornny, m)
WR ITE # 1, rory, m)
NEXT m
NEXT y
CLOSE II
RET URN
END
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Append ix B
Sp readsheet Compuhllion Icr the Tank Modd
This appendix presents the computation of the T"" k Model. TIll:' "k IOli!ctl Ill"
spreadsheet calculation is divided into three groups.
a. Parameters values (A2. AI, SBDJ
b. Inputs values consist of Bvapotranspirauon IEp). Prec ipitation ( 1'), and Ot ucrvcd
Discharge (Qobs).
c. Calculation of the Tank Model consists of calculation for lank A. H, C, ]) and
calculated discharge (Qcal),
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Appendix C
R~uILS of the Tank ModeJ (fou r ta nks)
This appendix presents the Tank Model (four tanks) calibration and verificat ion result.
The arrangement are as follows:
l. Tank Model (four tanks) Calibration of 197311974 and 197411975.
~ . Tank Medel (four tanks) Veri fication o f 197711978 and 197811979.
3. Tank Model (four tanks) Monthly Calibra tion .
4. Tank Model (four tank.s) Monthly Verification .
5. Result o f the Tank Model Calibration and Verification based on Numerical Criteri a.
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Fig. C.2: Tank Model (four tanks) Calibranon > 1974fl 975. (a) Precipitation; (b)
Comparison of Observed and Calculated Hydrographs; (c) Compari son of Observed and
Calculated Duration Curves: (d) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Flows;
(c) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Maximum Flows.
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Comparison of Observed and Calculated Hydrographs; (c) Comparison of Observed and
Calculated DurationCurves: (d) Comparison of Observed andCalculated Daily Flows;
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Duration Curves; (d) Comparison of Observed andCalculated Monthly Flows.
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Table C. I: Res ult of Tank Model Calibration (monthly) based on Numerical Crite ri a
Criterion 197311974 1974/ 1975 1975/1976 197) · 1976
R ' 0.80 0 . 77 0.89 0 .84
D. 0,13 0 . 17 0,16 0 .15
RME ..().IO -0 . 11 0,08 -0.06
1:: Qcal (10' mm year') 2,003 2,4 7 1 1.909 6,384
1:Qobs (1Q3mm year') 2.221 2 . 78 1,768 6.7(1)
Av Qca1( rom yru') 166.9 205 .9 159. 1 177.34
Av Qobs (mm year" ) 185,1)9 231.69 147.35 188,04
Error ( %) +9 ,8 -II +8 -5,8
Erro r (%) = (Av Qcal-Av Qobs) x IOO/Qobs
Tabl e C.2: Result of Tank Model Verifica tion (monthl y) based on Numerical Crite ria
Criterion 197611977 1977/1 978 1978/1979 1976 ·1979
R' 0.77 0 .72 0.81 0 .79
D. 0.34 0.24 0.14 0.24
RME 0.24 -0,14 -0,11 -0,002
1:: Qcal (1()l mm year ') 1.31 0_76 1 1.02 3,1)9
I: Qobs (1()l mm year') 1.062 0_877 1.15 3,'19_
Av QcaI (mm year-I) 109 .42 75 . 19 113. 18 99.79
I--~~Qobs (rom year') 88.53 88 .72 127,8 99,98
Error (%) +23 -14 -11 -0.19
Error (%) = (Av Qcal-Av Qobs) x l00 /Qobs
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Appendix D
Results of th e Tank Model Ithree tan ks)
This appendix presents the Tank Model (three tanks) calibration and verification results.
The arrangements are as follows:
I. Parameters of the Tank Model (three tanks).
2. Tank Mode l (three tanks) Calibratio n of 1973 /1974 until 1975/1976.
3. Tank Model (three tanks) Verificat ion of 197611977 and 1978/1979.
4, Tank Mode l (three tanks) Monthly Calibration .
5. Tank Model (three tanks) Monthly Verification.
6. Result of the Tan k Model (three tanks) Cal ibratio n and Verification based on
NumericalCriteria using daily data.
7. Result of the Tank Model (three tanks) Calibration and Verification based on
Numerical Criteria using monthly data.
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Table 0 .1: Tank Model (three tanks) Para meters
T",ks Paramet ers Notation-s v~
First Tank Upper side outlet Coefficient A2 0.21
Lower side outlet Coe fficient AI 0 .15
Bottom outlet Coefficient AO (US
Height of the upper side outlet HA2
"Height of the lower side outl et HAl 15
Initial Storage SBAli 0
Secon d Tan k Side outlet Coefficient B1 0.08
Bottom out let Coef ficient no 0. 1
Height of the side outlet HBI 10
In itial S torage SB~I 0
Third Tanks S ide outlet Coefficient C I 0.00211
Initial Stora ge sue, 800
*) . The notation re fers to Fig. 3.3 (c).
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Fig. 0.1 : Tank Model (three tanks) Calit-ration • 1973/ 1974 . (a) Prec ipitation; (b)
Comparison of Observed andCalculated Hydrographs; (c) Compari son of Observed and
Calculated Duration Curves ; (d) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Flows;
(e) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Maximum Flows.
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Calculated Duration Curves ; (d) Compari son of Observed and Calculated Daily Flows;
(e) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Max imum Flow s.
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Fig. 0.4: Tank Model (three tanks) veriflcauon . 1976/1977. (a) Precipitation; (b)
Comparison of 0 bserved and Calculated Hydrographs: (c) Comparison of Observed and
CalculatedDurationCurves; (d) Comparison of Observedand CalculatedDaily Flows;
(e) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Maximum Flows.
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Fig. D.5: Tank Model (three tanks) v eriflcauon > 197711978. (3) Precipitation; (b)
Comparisonof Observedand Calculated Hydrographs; (c) Comparisonof Observedand
Calculated Duration Curves; (d) Comparison of Observedand Calculated Daily Flows;
(e) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Maximum Flows.
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Fig , 0.6: Tank Model (three tanks) Verification - 1978/1979. (a) Precipitation; (b)
Comparison of ObservedandCalculatedHydrograph:s: (e)Comparison of Observed and
Calculated Duration Curves; (d) Comparison of Observed and Calculated DailyFlows;
(c) Comparison of Observed and Calculated Daily Maximum Flows.
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Fig, 0 .7 : Tank Model Calibration - 1973-1976. (a) Precipitation; (b) Comparison of
Observed and Calculated Hydrographs; (e) Comparison of Observed and Calculated
Duration Curves; (d) Comparison of Observed and Calculated M onthly Flows.
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Tab le 0, 2 : Result o f Tank Model Cal ibration basedo n Numerical Crite ria using daily
data .
C ri terion 197311974 19 7411975 1975/ 1976 1973-1976
R ' 05 3 0.61 0. 66 0,64
D. 0.29 0 ,27 0 .27 0.28
RME ..{),11 -0.10 0.09 -0.05
1: Qcal (10' mm year') 1.978 2 ,491 1.9 31 6,40 1
I: Qobs ( H)' mm year') 2.221 2.78 1.768 6.769
Av Qcal (mm year ") 5.42 6 .83 5.28 5.84
A v Qobs (mm year') 6.09 7 .62 4.83 6.18
Err or (%) ·11 ·10 + 9 ·5
Error (%) = (Av Qca l-Av Qob s) .It l 00 IQobs
Tabl e 0. 3 : Result o f Tank Model Verificatio n basedo n Numerical Crite ria using daily
data.
Cri terion 197611977 197711978 1978/ 1979 1976- 19 79
R ' 0.75 0 .45 0.47 (1,57
D . 0.40 0 .40 0. 29 0.36
RME 0.13 -0.14 -0.09 ..0.06
r; QcaI (1<)' mmyear') \.205 O.6TI 1.04 5 2.927
1: Qobs (10:'mrnyear') \.066 0 .88 1.15 3.0 1
Av Qca1(mm year"l ) 3.3 2 .21 3. 8 1 3.10
Av Qobs (rom year') 2.91 2.' 4 .2 3.28
Err o r ( \IIi ) + 13.43 -23.61 ·9 .13 -5.54
Erro r (%) = (Av QcaI -Av Qobs) .It l OOIQobs
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Table 0 .4 : Result of the Tank Model Calibration basedon Numerical Criteria using
monthly data .
Criterion 1973/1 974 197411975 1975/1976 1973 - 1976
R' 0.79 0,79 0,89 0 .84
D. 0.13 0.16 0 .16 0.15
RME -0.11 -0.10 0,09 -0 ,05
1: Qca1 (t ()lmm year') 1.978 2.491 1.931 6.401
E Qobs (tOImm year-') 2.221 2.78 1.768 6 .769
Av QcaI (mm year") 164 .8 207,63 160,91 177 .34
Av Qobs (mm year') 185.09 231.69 147,35 188,04
Enor(% ) -II -10 + 9.2 -5
Error (%) = (Av Qcal-Av Qohs) x IOOfQobs
Table 0 .5 : Result of Tank Model Verification based on Numerical Criteria using
monthly data
Criterion 1976/1977 197711978 197811979 1976-1979
R' 0,85 0,56 0,85 0,81
D. 0,27 0,32 0.12 0 .24
RME 0,13 -0,24 -0,09 -0.06
E Qcal ( UYmm yeer-') 1.205 0,677 1.045 2,927
E Qobs(HY mm year') 1.066 0.877 1.15 3,09
Av QcaI (mm ycer-') 100 .4 67,8 116.11 94.44
Av Qobs (mmyear-') 88,5 87.72 127,8 99.66
""", (%) -13 -22,7 -9 -2
Error(%) = (Av Qcal -Av Qobs):\ l00 /Qobs
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